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GREEK CAMPAIGN 
 

Medical Orderly/Ambulance Driver Oswald Dick, Friends Ambulance Unit 
 
Archivist’s Note:   The first part of this section is Tom Burn’s own account from “Tell Them We Were Here” 
(Chap 29) wherein Tom occasionally refers to a character he calls “O” – this is probably Oswald Dick. 
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From “Friends Ambulance Unit” by A. Tegla Davies: 

GREECE 1941 

THEY SAILED ON 21st March, and ten days later the Dumana docked at Piraeus. On the way they had 
nearly become involved in the of Cape Matapan; their convoy was attacked several times by low-flying 
aircraft, and when their boat put in at Suda Bay, the cruiser York was sunk a few hundred feet away from 
them. But they arrived, and from the port they drove in high spirits along the few miles of road to Athens. 

They spent a week in Athens, living in the centre of the city in a first-aid station of the Greek Red Cross, to 
which they were to be attached. A liaison officer from the Red Cross Committee and two interpreters, 
youngsters who spoke perfect English, were to accompany them to the scene of their work, which was to 
be Albania. 

So, on Sunday, 6th April, they left Athens, their cars loaded with equipment and tons of extra supplies 
produced by the Greek Red Cross for Albania. And they had to carry all their own provisions with them. 
Sunday, 6th April, was the very day which the Germans chose for attacking Greece. The news reached 
them at Levadhia, a hundred miles north-west of Athens, where they had halted for lunch. Oswald Dick 
hurried back to Athens with the liaison officer for consultation ; the rest waited. In the small town of 
Levadhia it was difficult to imagine Greece at war---the quiet, dusty town, the cloudless blue sky, and the 
children singing and laughing around. The following morning Oswald arrived back with new instructions; 
they were now to report in the Salonika area. Their route was to take them through Lamia and Larissa and 
north to Verria. As they moved north they found the Allies digging in, with tents and guns and tanks on all 
sides. 

So they reached the wild and mountainous fastnesses of Macedonia, driving along steep tracks and over 
giant passes. At Verria everything was in a state of flux. They received new orders by telephone from 
Athens to go on to Florina close to the Jugoslav frontier to evacuate a Greek hospital. They drove over the 
pass in teeming rain, the villages below them in the valley looking like children's toys, and the road zig-
zagging along the top of precipices. 

They arrived at Florina exactly on time, but it was to find the hospital deserted and the Germans expected 
at any moment.. From then to the end of the story events moved at breathless and frightening speed. 
They took the chance of a hot meal and a hot shower, and then set off again to the south, towards Kozani, 
where they arrived in the middle of the night. Oswald went off to report and brought back news that the 
patients from the hospital were all in a train in a village not far from Florina. They were to move off at 
once, and within an hour they were on the road again. They arrived at the village, Amintayon, for an air-
raid; they loaded about fifteen 4 patients and several of the medical personnel. Immediately they left again 
and returned to Kozani, thence on to Larissa, constantly harassed for lifts by the men of the Greek army in 
retreat. They had been driving practically non-stop for forty hours. 

Back the next day to Kozani, where they repaired their ambulances and had a rain-drenched midday 
meal, then left again at ten with orders to evacuate material and personnel from the local hospital to the 
small town of Kalabaka. There was another nightmare drive in the dark over a twisting and precipitous 
mountain road, but by the following morning they had reached Kalabaka. There were no buildings to 
receive the hospital; so after a few hours of recuperation they pushed on once more to Larissa. German 
planes were getting active and Greek towns were systematically raided. It was pouring with rain and on all 
sides there was tense excitement. 

Having delivered their patients in Larissa, they turned round to return north once more to Kozani, which 
was their base, but when they reached the bridge over the Aliakmon river, they were informed by a 
laconic Major that it was about to be blown up. So back they went to Larissa, where they camped for a 
day near a dirty brook and indulged in a much-needed shave. 

Meanwhile, Oswald Dick had returned once more to Athens for consultation. The main party moved south 
to Lamia as raids made communications between Larissa and Athens impossible. They arrived in the 
early evening with rumours of a general retreat growing every minute stronger. An hour after them Oswald 
returned from Athens with orders to report to the north-west to Trikkala, back in the direction of Kalabaka. 
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But in a village on the way they stopped. Coming to meet them through the darkness were hundreds of 
artillery vehicles streaming along the only road in retreat. Trikkala was inaccessible. They got their cars on 
to the road again. Soon, with one ambulance damaged by a small bomb, they were back at Lamia, where 
they parked in an olive grove; olive groves were on many occasions in the next week or two to provide a 
most excellent form of camouflage. Communications had virtually broken down. There were no clear 
instructions. The only course was to return to Athens. Setting off the next day, they stopped on the way to 
evacuate another hospital which, expecting them, had posted lookouts on the road to stop their headlong 
progress. Cars were filled to bursting point with Greeks. Outside Thebes they were intercepted and 
informed that new plans had been made for them; they had been attached to the 2/7th Australian Field 
Ambulance. 

At midnight they reached Athens. The city was already alive with rumours of evacuation, and they 
confirmed that arrangements had been made to detach them from the Greek Red Cross. The new plan 
was for seven cars to report to the 2/7th Australian Field Ambulance and three to stay in Athens to work 
with the 4th Ambulance Car Company. 

The party for Athens, under Ronald Joynes, reported to Kifissia, ten miles away, half way to Marathon. 
Their job that night was to evacuate a hospital train which included among the patients some Viennese 
prisoners, and on the next day they helped to empty hospitals in the town. Then they received their own 
orders to evacuate. Having been informed earlier that Oswald Dick's party, which had gone off to the 
2/7th, had been cut off, they were surprised to find Oswald and Alan Dickinson turning up from the front at 
3 a.m. Oswald's own instructions, when he visited the authorities, were to bring his party south as soon as 
possible. Duncan Catterall, who had all the time been working in the Red Cross stores, stayed in Athens 
to wait for them, and the rest reported to G.H.Q. for evacuation. 

At one in the morning the evacuation began, with a three-mile walk to the station. They set off, thirty men 
in a cattle-truck of the "4 chevaux, 18 hommes" type. The train was bombed; they had to disperse and 
wait for lorries to take them down to Navplio to the south. And flow day and night became reversed. From 
midnight to dawn they travelled, and in the hours of daylight they lay in caves and olive groves, constantly 
moving around from place to place as the Luftwaffe seemed to discover each new hiding spot. They had 
biscuits and bully beef, but these soon showed signs of giving out. 

"We moved to the beach at night, where we waited until half an hour before dawn before embarking on a 
lighter which held 350 men and was to ferry us to the destroyers. 

"The destroyers had been unable to risk a voyage in daylight and the captain of the lighter decided to 
dump us farther down the coast and allow us to hide for another day. A reconnaissance plane watched us 
disembark but mercifully our ship was untouched throughout the day. The process of embarking and 
disembarking involved wading through anything up to five feet of water. We wetted ourselves therefore 
twice a day, and lay half naked or strangely garbed by day while the sun dried our clothes, merely to wet 
them at 9 p.m. when we embarked again, hoping, vainly, that it would be for the last time. We failed once 
more to contact our destroyers at the original beach---and it was reported that troops on land likewise 
waited in vain---amongst them, perhaps, the rest of the Unit. 

"So south-west we sailed to disembark again and wet ourselves once more---Ronald over his head, with 
the Unit records tied in a bundle next his skin. 

"This time we considered ourselves lost irreparably, as before our eyes our glorious barge was destroyed 
by Stukas, five minutes after we had alighted. 

"Caves housed us during the day . . . then a short march and a triumph of naval and military co-operation 
saw us comfortably installed on a destroyer some time before our scheduled embarkation time. 

"At Suda Bay once more, we transferred to a merchant ship with another 3,000 odd and sailed 
uneventfully, to Port Said, living for three days on biscuits and cold tinned bacon: we even washed a 
little."  (Thus Ronald Joynes was saved.) 

Meanwhile, Oswald Dick's party of fifteen had joined up with the Australians. There was great need of 
ambulances because the railways were destroyed. 
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"I don't think any of us would wish to emphasize at all the hazardous nature of the work for its own sake ; 
but to give a true picture of events it is necessary to describe a little the actual fighting conditions. The 
pitifully small number of British fighters were soon destroyed, and soon the air was free for the 
employment of the dreaded Stukas; for it was to them chiefly that the Germans owed their success. 
During the day not a mile of road was safe, and the great columns of motor transport were bombed 
without respite. Among these columns, up and down the roads of Greece, dodged our ambulances, 
sometimes almost up to the front line, sometimes back to Athens, carrying wounded and sick, 
occasionally stopping on the road to pick up survivors of some bombing-raid. Bumping and banging over 
the bad roads, pitted with craters, we took our loads and came back for more. 

"But it couldn't go on for ever, and we knew it. The time came when heavy field artillery on top of the 
Brallos Pass went into action, and we knew that the Germans were not a dozen miles away. Evacuation 
was becoming a matter of days. Men were feeling the strain ; lack of sleep and no rest-nerves were 
getting jagged and raw." 

Finally, on the 23rd April, Oswald Dick returned with his instructions that they were to report to Athens. 
They left the 2/7th south of Lamia. The Australians got away to Crete, where they were captured. They 
met again in Germany. The Unit party reached Athens the next day and joined up with Duncan Catterall. 
On that same day they left Athens for the south, but because of intense bombing, had to lie still in the hills 
above Argos. Down in the Bay the Ulster Prince was burning away, visited occasionally by German 
planes to keep the fires going. On the night of the 25th they moved again and came to within ten miles of 
Kalamata on the south-west coast of the Peloponnese. They spent the day lying in the olive groves. It was 
comparatively quiet, and when night came they drove down to the town and walked to the quay-side, "to 
take our place in an immense column of men who were going on board a ship that lay ahead in the 
darkness. After a while it drew away. No more ships went out and back we went to the olive groves and to 
a day of intensive bombardment. Almost without a break planes roared back and forth over the treetops, 
bombing and strafing. But there were surprisingly few casualties and we all survived. That night we went 
again, and. encountered the worst aerial attack we'd had; each bomb seemed to come straight for us as 
we lay grovelling in the dust and filth in our efforts to become invisible. Again no luck." There was no luck 
because the hope of more ships coming in had been abandoned. 

Troops took to the hills. Meanwhile news came of a dump of wounded men at the Town Hall. Two Greek 
doctors and two or three nurses were trying to cope, by candle light, with three hundred casualties. At 
crack of dawn, after a few hours' sleep, the Unit started work. 

That day was quiet. The Town Hall was crammed with terribly wounded men and the Greek doctors and 
nurses were trying to deal with an impossible situation. Here they set to; they helped to clean the place 
and to nurse and feed the patients. Several hours later there were some loud bursts of firing, armoured 
vehicles roared past, vehicles roared past, some of the nurses cried, and people began to destroy private 
papers. But on the whole there was calm, for there was nothing to be done except to go on working. A 
German officer looked in briefly and went out again. They worked on as before, but they were prisoners, 
almost exactly a year since they had failed to get away, from Namsos. And this time they had no Sweden. 

 
 


